
Sea Tales: Virago 


Fifteen years ago we bought a remote piece of wilderness at the Western fringe of Desolation 
Sound, on Maurelle Island, a part of the Discovery Islands group located East of Campbell 
River, and bounded by Whiterock Passage, Hoskyn Channel and Hole-in-the-Wall. This island 
and the surrounding ones were once, before the Second War, a hub of endeavour through 
logging, fisheries, orcharding and hard scrabble farming. War levied its toll, Vancouver and it's 
port drew away the youngsters, and the older generation, harried by death and immobility soon 
followed. The fish of memory are long gone, 'though the odd stray salmon still decorates dining 
tables here and there, and exclusive lodges troll for hungry orphans in the depths. The 
canneries have been shut-up getting on for sixty years. Some islands now provide summer 
estates with airstrips for the incredulously wealthy, each estate literally a little village, meanwhile 
the rest of us do with a more simple life-style. There is the odd fishing resort, and timber is still 
very much in demand, occasional fish farms and oyster beds dot the bays and coves, and the 
scenery compliments eco-tourism, a euphemism for guided kayaking tourists who can often be 
seen clutching bog rolls as they tumble out of their neoprene restraints and run into the bushes 
close by. When the timber companies have wreaked their havoc one can count on roughly fifty 
years before the next assault takes place. The same cannot be said of the 'yakkers, but one 
may hope they will one day be surprised by a playful bear. On second thoughts, this will also 
scare the scat out of them. Oh well. Of course, face-to-face they are charming and mostly 
enjoying the experience of a lifetime. 




Nonetheless, there is a sense of community amongst the islanders that has been missing from 
our urban existence for a very long time, and very nice it is, too. Island dwellers have firm 
opinions, they value their privacy fiercely and their independence more than anything else, but 
at the same time are almost invariably considerate, sociable, and courtly. One hardly ever sees 
the ones that aren't. Islanders tend to fall into three groups: the belongers, or inheritors of those 
who have gone before, retirees both young and old seeking calm after the hustle bustle of urban 
life - these first two are mostly separated by the debris of civilisation - the former being 
custodians of  mounds of rusting metals bits, unpruned orchards, and nineteen fifties kitchens, 
while the latter cultivate deer-proofed gardens and whose obsessions are adequate electrical 
power for the internet, TV and freezer. The last group are those lucky few who are one with the 
land, possessing  those enviable qualities of patience, a slow heart-beat and natural talents; 
which allows them to live in close harmony with their environment.  


As for ourselves, slowly, tenuously, we have cleared ourselves a space for the camp, cut paths 
winding sinuously amongst the knolls and streams providing unexpected vistas and mossy 
banks for rest and introspection, bevies of succulent summer berries, and we enjoy glimpses of 
deer, cougar, sea-wolves, black bear, weasels including mink, ravens and sea-eagles, not to 
mention a plethora of birds of every hue, and of course, orcas, dolphins, sealions and grey 
whales to name but a few. The signs of older habitation are all around only if one's eyes are 
open to the possibility. I think that word 'wilderness' robs one of of the expectation of their signs, 
but wherever a freshwater stream tumbles into the salt chuck you will find a clue... an old Model-



T engine here, a tank track there, traces of a marine railway, a child's bedstead, and bottles... 
Bottles for kerosene (or, paraffin as it was then known), bottles for gasoline, bottles for beer, 
more beer, even more beer, the odd pop bottle and funny little bottles for patent medicine.  

The camp is bliss, so long as one isn't too addicted to hygene, and spending more money than 
a week in Mexico to get there. My personal scent, according to the trouble and strife, can be 
richly aromatic. The getting there is not really about a trip to Mexico, the costs of the ferries 
would probably support a weekend in Hawaii if the truth be known. No, it's about the Inside 
Passage, the Georgia Strait, or, to be PC, as it is now to be known: The Salish Sea. Its about 
the journey. The camp is bliss but the archipelago is a siren. Every nook and cranny has an 
open secret waiting to be rediscovered its story told yet most travellers pass by without 
stopping. Over the years I have tried sailing, rowing and a combination of these supported on-
and-off by Mr. Tohatsu, but despite all the correct inducements to Aeolus, including whistling, 



raising an umbrella, and allowing a merchant naval captain on board, nothing has worked and 
the winds just won't blow. Of course, I can list the exceptions, those beautiful days in June 2011 
when after half a day of frustration in Howe Sound I sailed from Gibsons to the Camp in three 
days of steady So'Easters. Conversely I have a much longer list of frustrations culminating in a 
steaming hot Mr. Tohatsu and me stirred and shaken. So, what to do? Rowing of itself is 
pleasantly demanding, and don't get me wrong, I love the row up the Inside Passage, but as an 
adventure of its own, not as the means to an end. My friend, Neil, once brought Nikki, his girl, 
Esther and I to the camp in his 40 knot, hard-bottomed, inflatable - six hours it took, his Honda 
Civic engine purring purposefully behind us, on unbelievably placid waters. What, I thought to 
myself, if there was a hint of swell, the odd wave, a Force 5 blowing? No, if you get a sore arse 
in calm waters then you can stand-up and twerk, but you will need a dry suit, buns of steel, and 
a bucket of chaffing cream for anything else. 
Perusing Craigslist one Saturday morning at the end of November, before the hash, I noticed an 
ad for a converted lifeboat. Not the usual hodgepodge of poor skills and unrealized ambition, but 
a melding of traditional lines with an astonishingly well conceived house and deck and the utility 
of alloy. A week later, for work, I had to attended a vessel at Ogden Point in Victoria, and with a 
glimmer of optimism tempered with a healthy dose of cynicism I loaded my rowing canoe onto 
the car and decided to embrace a chilly weekend at the camp followed by an excursion to 
Cortes Island to see if she could be as pretty in the flesh as she appeared to be in the ad. A 
couple of days at the camp are good for the things that ail one, and recharged I rowed back to 
the car and from there to Heriot Bay for the nine o'clock sailing to Cortes Island. 

Steve, the owner picked me up at Whaletown, and brought me to his shop in Cortes Bay and 
there she sat upon her trailer: eager, handsome, handy, and nothing spared to make her tough 
enough for the coast. What's more there was her name, "Virago" - an almost perfect name for a 
boat as both exemplary and pejorative depending upon her mood, and coincidently the name of 



one of my Father's small boats that we raced competitively back in the late sixties. My first 
encounter, brief as it was, was enough. A deal was done, secured on Boxing Day evening with a 
deposit handed over on busy Arbutus Street in Kitsilano, and an agreement to pick her up at the 
end of February. Our meeting convinced me not to quibble about the price, better to let Steve 
get on with what he wanted to do before turning her over to me. Steve is, I suspect, not a man 
who ever delivers less than 101% of anything he puts his mind to. I will deny any assertion that 
Gail's roasted chicken played a role in the deal... Steve told me about his early working years 
aboard another Virago in Prince Rupert, inspecting catches for the Department of  Fisheries, 
raising a family on board, and leaving the diesel stove (also a superlative cabin heater) alight for 
three months during one chill and wet Winter. He showed me this Virago juxtaposed  in 
photographs with the new one and I could see the similarities - both conceived from the 
experiences of their expert builders and sketched, cut, hammered, bent and shaped for long, 
loyal and comfortable service. Their most important characteristics being their ability to handle 
seas and weather whilst cocooning their pilot and crew safely from port to port. 


Virago began her life as a design certified by the societies for an open lifeboat rated for forty 
persons, by one of the coast's best known builders, a certain Mr. Hamish Davidson. Mr. 
Davidson perhaps built Mosquitos during the war, not for de Havilland but Boeing. Who knows? 
Anyway, I can hardly think of any other builder of fibre-glass boats in the early fifties, but he and 
his associate, Charles Hourston are acknowledged to be amongst the very first builders of 
molded glass vessels anywhere, and Hourston's is still trading today. She was built in 1966 of 
Fibre-glass to heavy scantlings, virtually indestructible by virtue of her heavily framed and robust 
hull. An unknown early career ended with her adoption by the Kamloops sea scouts where she 
delivered long service under the squirming bottoms of happy cadets on the finger lakes lining 
the deep valleys; which run from the edge of the Arctic down into the Central, Northern US 



States. These deep scars in the earths crust are a hallmark of the arid Northern Okanagan 
desert and are scoured by Arctic Outflow Winds of great intensity - the Summers are hot, short 
and beautiful, the Winters long and hard with temperatures often in the -30C range. Steve was 
offered The Discovery, as she was then known, and he dextrously craned her aboard his twelve 
wheeler and brought her back to Cortes where he did his sketching, cutting, hammering and 
shaping over five years, turning her from Davidson's intended into the little ship she has 
become. Her first engine is long gone, the second was an venerable and efficient Mercedes 
OM16 diesel of 40 h.p.; which smoked and caused her to squat under power, due both to weight 
and and excess of power. After some use and with admirable fortitude Steve removed this one 
and replaced it with another diesel, this time a 3-cylinder KUBOTA diesel of 24 h.p. from 
Universal Medalist in Oshkosh Wisconsin, mated to a v-drive by Walter, one of America's great 
small engineering companies located on the East Coast. A happy, if slightly noisy arrangement; 
which removes the engine from under a box in the interior to the cockpit where an insulated 
cover provides seating and access. 


With the passage of time and the intrusion of other pursuits Virago suddenly found herself at the 
fringes of Steve and Gail's life, loved and under cover, but no longer in the vanguard of their 
affections. When the advertisement was posted perhaps there was an expectation of time 
passing whilst difficult and prolonged negotiations were conducted, and it seemed to me that my 
spontaneous offer facilitated by that serendipitous ship at Ogden Point took him by surprise - 
when you put your heart into a vessel part of you remains with it even when it ceases to be 
yours.  



As delivery loomed I needed a driver and Roddy, resting after building police stations in 
Southern Sudan and kind works in Kazakhstan, offered to join me for a couple of days at the 
camp. All went well until we got on the 0630 ferry, the "Queen of Oak Bay".  At dawn, the crew 
opened the shades over the forward facing windows (closed to help maintain night vision on the 
bridge), and happy travellers peering out of the window and anxiously scanning the seas ahead 
for whales and dolphins were disconcerted to see a body lying next to the boarding ramp. There 
seemed to be doubts as to whether this was the body of a passenger left from the last trip the 
night before or a fresh one from this voyage. One can see all sorts of questions being raised, 
none of them good for us passengers. I was reminded of an experience in Hong Kong: CARIAD 
VII was close hauled on port tack at the beginning of some long weekend race, accelerating 
away from the start and ahead of the pack, when I saw a body in the water. "There's a body in 
the water!", I shouted. Reg, the owner, never averting his eyes from mains'l nor his hand from 
the tiller, shouted back, "is he dead?". The body was wearing a Rolex and very much face 
down. "Yes," I yelled. "We'll carry on then". The Master of the ferry does not enjoy the luxury of 
independent thought and eventually a greater authority determined that we had to return to dock 
to meet the  coroner, fire brigade and a police officer from the West Vancouver detachment. It 
was after 1300 before we got away. Damn and blast. Seven hours later, in pitch dark we arrived 
at the launch, 35 Km up a logging road. So much for rowing across to the camp in daylight. I 
rowed across in pitch darkness, Roddy riding shotgun in the stern with flash light. We set 
ourselves an 0700 start on the third day to be sure of connecting with the 0905 Cortes ferry from 
Heriot Bay. Roddy split half a cord of wood, I mooched around attending to end-of-Winter stuff. 
At 0450, on the third day, I lurched out of the scratcher for a pee and was nonplussed to see 
snow on the ground and a sky full and heavy with the wretched stuff. Up! I cried, if we get to the 
landing and the snow is thick on the ground we're buggered - steep hills and unmade roads will 
defeat even the Forester. So much for lazing around with a steaming mug of tea... Off we went, 



rowing steadily into the falling snow. An orca dorsal, large and black, could be glimpsed in the 
gloom, maybe 100M off to the South, serving to remind me not to dunk us in case he is looking 
for breakfast. The water temperature is a steady 6C, and the air temperature close to 2 Celsius. 
We made it with time to spare. 
Roddy departed for Vancouver with the car and canoe while I boarded the 0905 ferry for Cortes 
and once again Steve picked me up, his day having also been curtailed by snow on the ground. 
Now, when it comes to boating I would not describe myself as detached, I am concerned with 
function and efficiency - everything spliced, seized, pinned, water-tight and Bristol fashion, and I 
am OK with that. And here, aboard my new possession, I could see that I would have to look 
hard for stuff to do - the odd splice here, and bit of seizing there would address my immediate 
needs. No doubt more would present itself with the passing of time. At the point of delivery Gail 
produced  a sublime ossobuco stew, served with new potatoes washed in olive oil and baked on 
a skillet in the oven. Meanwhile, Steve went through the systems with me and a brief sea trial 
too, to satisfy ourselves that all is as it should be. It was. My "no quibble" policy is validated by 
the major and minor works Steve has undertaken, even down to a Corelle tea pot; which by an 
odd quirk matches our daily crockery at home. It comes from the local goods exchange, Steve 
told me, a marvellous idea for a somewhat remote island such as Cortes where everything 
whether new or old has a value to someone. Steve and I share a common tea habit. Hardly an 
hour passes without a brew-up, I prefer loose leafed tea, steeped in boiling water and brewed 
for three minutes and poured over milk as wholesome as the cow intended, but whether bagged 
or loose an important part of life. 


The following morning I motored back to the camp with the diesel-oil stove providing heat and 
Mr. Kubota rumbling away in the cockpit. A couple of small questions arose and being in the 
vicinity Steve suggested I return, so that we might address them together. This was a much 
more interesting trip as Arctic Outflow Winds were blowing down Whiterock Passage, all the 
way from the Homathko River valley, funneled down Bute Inlet - a powerful force and not to be 



underestimated. As I motored up towards North Rendezvous Island and Calm Channel before 
turning South towards Cortes Bay she shouldered aside short, sharp seas without fuss, the odd 
biggun generating spray and spume which passed clean over the yacht, much to the 
amusement of Clarke who was weather-bound at his home on Read Island and who insisted 
that we were completely invisible beneath the spray and spume at times. I hardly noticed them, 
snuggled up as I was against the windows and clutching a steaming cuppa. 
Once around the NE tip of Read Island I turned Virago South into Calm Channel, the wind now 
up the chuff instead of in our eyes, and cheerful if you discount the odd bit of snow, around 
Cortes Island, arriving at Cortes Bay just after lunch. Steve proceeded to address each concern 
by elimination, the main cause of which was part of a cycle of harmonic vibration where the v-
drive butted up against a stopper. A saws-all soon dealt with the offending piece of metal and I 
departed Cortes at first light and returned to Maurelle and the camp for a few more days of 
chainsawing and chopped another half cord of wood, interspersed with visits from my 
neighbours, all of whom must come by boat, and coupled with the yet more Winter maintenance 
projects such as topping off the batteries and sharpening the chainsaw. 


The return to Vancouver started with another trip to Cortes Island, this time for fuel at the 
Whaletown Marina, just adjacent to the boat launch where Steve was lending his crane 
expertise setting large slabs of concrete down for oyster farmers and seasonal tourists, and 
from there to Mitlenatch Island, a bird sanctuary, where I overnighted in the protected harbour in 
4.7M, on a short scope, without going ashore. Mitlenatch has a history as a sheep farm from the 
end of the nineteenth century until the owners sold it to the province as a bird sanctuary. The 



turn-of-the-century shepherd loved its remoteness and similarity to his Outer Hebridean 
childhood. It hosts many shore birds and sea birds, amongst them guillemots, terns, murres, 
cormorants, gulls, particularly glaucous gulls, murrulets (a kind of winged puffin) and every 
second of every day and night is filled with frenzied cries and screams from these birds each of 
which is in the midst of securing a nesting site in the advance of successful courtship. The male 
birds strut and preen, whilst courting coy but available females, keeping a wary eye out for 
interlopers. This busy time is accompanied all around by the grunts and wails of seals and sea-
lions; which rest upon the rock benches around the harbour. From Mitlenatch we motored slowly 
East leaving Hernando and Savary Islands to starboard, to Lund for coffee and buns with my 
pals Ann and Ron who have a busy campsite behind the harbour. Not five minutes after leaving 
Nancy's coffee shop a young man ran down to the dock who told me another guest had 
propositioned the two waitresses to join him in a hot shower. We agreed he needed a good 
thumping, and the young man hurried off to deliver it. From Lund I set a course for Musket 
Island Marine Park, just to the North of the entrance to Jervis Inlet to overnight in the protected 
anchorage within touching distance of the vertical walls in 7.0M. After Mitlenatch it is hard to 
imagine a more peaceful resting place. 


Now, it is feasible to make the entire transit from Musket Island to Vancouver in the ten hours of 
daylight available at this time of year. So, in consultation with the weather forecast and tidal 
charts, at dawn I hauled up the anchor and set off. Once abreast of Agamemnon Channel at the 
Northern tip of Texada Island the chop became more pronounced, with 15+ knots of wind 
blowing mostly from the S, producing an annoying pitching motion; which prevailed the rest of 



the way. Aside from wetting the forward-facing windows and the resulting condensation, the 
hobby-horsing disturbed my tea making efforts; which is the critical part of adventures like this 
one. The engine ran like a top. So did the DICKINSON diesel stove. Nothing broke. The oil 
levels stayed stubbornly high. I turned my mind to thoughts of propellers and thrust, and 
decided that Steve's propeller might be ideal for the Mercedes, but not for the Universal - too 
much blade area, too much pitch and not enough diameter. This results in excessive loading at 
low r.p.m., straining the gearbox with torque and the v-drive with torque and thrust, as well, it 
means she develops all her best speed at low r.p.m. - anathema for a diesel. I resolved to 
investigate. My suspicion is that Virago needs a sailing propeller, in other words skinny blades 
and less pitch to give a better speed range, a higher top speed and a happy diesel. 
Nonetheless, when forward speed is limited to 5.5 knots there is time for intense contemplation, 
this time undisturbed except by the passage of one sea going tug with three wood-chip barges 
from Powell River heading to the Fraser River, and two classic, one of them a real character, 
tugs with log booms in tow. Probably for Nanaimo to load aboard ocean going freighters to 
customers in Japan and China. The new young call this contemplative time meditation. New 
words for old. Habit requires awareness, and when at sea it is unwise, even for a moment, to 
completely relax. One regularly monitors her mechanical health, the sea behind and around us, 
the water ahead for traffic, tows, dead-heads (partially sunken logs with only the tips exposed), 
jetsam and flotsam. I recently saw an article about a man who jettisoned two point six million 
dollars in a suitcase after a drug bust, and I have hope that it will be me that finds such a 
suitcase. I will dwell carefully on how I might handle such a find. Hmmm.  
 

All the while we are slowly making our way South along the Mainland coast of British Columbia 
known as the Sunshine Coast. This 200 Km bit of coastline is the Riviera of Canada, it enjoys 
more sun and a temperate climate compared to the rest of Canada. The low benches of flat 
land; which follow the contour of the shoreline are ideal for the construction of homes in an area 
that is otherwise not best suited for this. This results in a thin ribbon of construction along the 
entire littoral. Gigantic sugar and glass mansions suitable for accommodating the entire 



Viennese Boys' Choir in separate bedrooms, each with a view, stand cheek by jowl with one 
roomed clapboard cottages, few are lighted, the odd weatherbeaten and sun damaged 
Canadian flag flies untended, lines frapping against gold-topped flag poles. Other totems of 
civilization dot the demoralised landscape, all against a back-drop of logging clear-cuts high on 
the mountain sides marching off to the East. Perhaps my view is jaundiced by the cold and 
damp, it looks so different in Summertime. I avert my gaze to the sea. 
Vancouver, which seemed unreachable at dawn is now a distinct destination as opposed to a 
distant, anonymous objective. One hardly thinks of the city as being polluted, but it has a 
distinctly yellowish pawl around it when viewed from twenty miles out. It reminds me faintly of 
landing in Taipei after a long flight: the fug of humanity is palpable - sulphurous and cloying. The 
ferries from Horseshoe Bay can now be seen, and suddenly the Point Roberts coal and 
container  terminals are in view, followed not long after by the training wall that guards the deep 
sea entrance to the mighty Fraser River. UBC towers over Wreck Beach, 'though probably not 
many "clothing optional" visitors there today! At last, I see Pt Atkinson lighthouse as I make the 
turn into the harbour, carefully crossing the traffic lanes at right angles to Spanish Bank. There 
were no less that sixteen Panamax at anchor within the harbour (a cargo capacity of about 1.2 
millions tons), all awaiting some of the 20 million tons of grain from an exceptional harvest in 
Central Canada, and just two small yachts sailing in the late afternoon. I decided to take-on fuel 
at False Creek fuel dock; which is more or less deserted at this time of year, and from there I tie-
up at the market dock and enjoy an early dinner of fish and chips. Replete, I set the anchor in 
6M of water between Spruce and Heather Marinas in False Creek and manage to finish my 
paper backed novel before falling into a deep slumber. Esther, seeing Virago 'in the flesh' for the 
first time on Sunday morning, joins me for a jaunt around False Creek, past sweating dragon 
boaters paddling furiously, sliding seat rowing shells shadowed by tense coaches, and the odd 
'yakker looking slightly perplexed at all the fuss. We put Virago to anchor and row ashore in the 
ZODIAC. I am already planning my next departure and some more sea tales. 


Thank you Steve. 



 


